Active certifications are those CMI credentials that are not expired, either because the original expiration date has not yet been reached or because the interpreter chose to recently (renew the credential rather than allowing it to expire). Total certified to date includes all CMI credentials that have been issued by the National Board in each of the six languages as of 12/31/16 (both active and expired).

Exam Statistics 2016

In 2016, the National Board delivered 1332 exams, including 623 written exams (475 pass, 148 fail) and 709 oral exams (263 pass, 446 fail).

Passing Rates: Written Exam 76%. Oral Exams: Spanish 41%, Mandarin 23%, Vietnamese 3%, Korean 22%, Cantonese 46%, Russian 58%.

Making a World of Difference

In addition to the six CMI languages, here are some of the other languages spoken by the medical interpreters who registered with the National Board this year:

- Albanian
- Belarusian
- Cape Verdean Creole
- German
- Haitian Creole
- Italian
- Kirundi
- Kyrgyz
- Oromo
- Romanian
- Somali
- Swahili
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